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In this article, we describe the multichannel implementation of an intensity modulated optical
tomography system developed at Helsinki University of Technology. The system has two
time-multiplexed wavelengths, 16 time-multiplexed source fibers and 16 parallel detection channels.
The gain of the photomultiplier tubes �PMTs� is individually adjusted during the measurement
sequence to increase the dynamic range of the system by 104. The PMT used has a high quantum
efficiency in the near infrared �8% at 800 nm�, a fast settling time, and low hysteresis. The gain of
the PMT is set so that the dc anode current is below 80 nA, which allows the measurement of phase
independently of the intensity. The system allows measurements of amplitude at detected intensities
down to 1 fW, which is sufficient for transmittance measurements of the female breast, the forearm,
and the brain of early pre-term infants. The mean repeatability of phase and the logarithm of
amplitude �ln A� at 100 MHz were found to be 0.08° and 0.004, respectively, in a measurement of
a 7 cm phantom with an imaging time of 5 s per source and source optical power of 8 mW. We
describe a three-step method of calibrating the phase and amplitude measurements so that the
absolute absorption and scatter in tissue may be measured. A phantom with two small cylindrical
targets and a second phantom with three rods are measured and reconstructions made from the
calibrated data are shown and compared with reconstructions from simulated data. © 2005
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.1884193�

I. INTRODUCTION

Optical tomography in medical imaging is a method for
the noninvasive imaging of the optical properties of tissue
using visible or near-infrared light.1–3 In the method, light is
delivered to tissue using source optodes, which are typically
optical fibers, and detected using detector optodes, which are
usually fiber bundles transmitting the light to the detectors.
The optodes are distributed on the surface of the tissue in
such a way that measurements can be made with a variety of
source-detector distances. The arrangement of the optodes
should be such that the measurements are sensitive to the
optical properties of the internal parts of the tissue.

Light propagation in tissue is usually modeled using ap-
proximations to the radiative transfer equation, such as the
diffusion approximation �DA� which is valid in strongly scat-
tering random media. The optical properties of tissue in the
DA model are the absorption coefficient �a, the scattering

coefficient �s�, and the index of refraction n. The most clini-
cally useful contrast in optical tomography is due to the
wavelength-dependent absorption coefficients of oxy- and
deoxyhemoglobin �HbO2 and Hb�. Other absorbers in tissue
include water and lipids. Two or more wavelengths may be
used to differentiate between the absorbers. The separation of
scattering and absorption requires the measurement of sev-
eral different data types, such as the amplitude and phase of
the photon density wave in an intensity-modulated system.4

In optical tomography, the light propagation model is
used to predict the boundary measurements given a set of
internal optical properties. In the inverse problem, the model
is used together with nonlinear optimization techniques to
generate images of the internal optical properties of the
tissue.1 In this article, we have used a three-dimensional fi-
nite element �FE� solver for the DA, and an iterative inver-
sion algorithm developed at University College London to
reconstruct images of two phantoms based on measured data.

Instrumentation may be broadly divided into three cat-
egories. Time-domain systems5–9 use short ��ps� pulses of
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light and measure the temporal point spread function of the
tissue by counting the photons that exit the tissue within
discrete time intervals. Frequency-domain �FD� systems10–16

use radio frequency intensity modulated light sources and
measure the phase and amplitude of the detected signal rela-
tive to the light source signal. Continuous wave �CW�
systems17–19 use low frequency ��kHz� modulated or pulsed
��ms� light sources and measure the intensity of light exit-
ing the tissue.

The instrument developed in our laboratory is based on
the frequency-domain principle. It has 16 time-multiplexed
source fibers, 16 parallel detection channels, and two wave-
lengths. The instrument operates at a modulation frequency
of 100 MHz, and the wavelengths used currently in measure-
ments are 760 and 830 nm. The distinctive qualities of the
instrument include low noise and a wide dynamic range
��1:106�. It can be calibrated to give absolute measure-
ments, which allow the reconstruction of the optical proper-
ties of the tissue without a reference measurement with a
homogeneous phantom given sufficient contrast in the opti-
cal property distribution of the tissue. The instrument may be
used to measure data with a high signal-to-noise ratio �SNR�
at close source-to-detector separations, making it useful for
detecting small changes in �HbO2� and �Hb� of activated
cortical areas in adults and neonates. The system is suitable
for tomographic measurements on the brains of premature
neonates, adult female breast tissue, adult forearms, and to-
pographic two-dimensional imaging of the adult and infant
cortex.

A high sensitivity and a large dynamic range are neces-
sary for tomographic imaging of thick and optically highly
attenuating tissues. Optical tomography of the premature in-
fant head is an example where the dynamic range of current
systems limits the head diameter �and age� of the subjects
that can be studied. In our implementation, the sensitivity of
the system has been improved over previously published
frequency-domain systems by minimizing the coupling be-
tween the radio frequency signal which modulates the inten-
sity of the laser diode and the light detection system, by
minimizing the cross talk between adjacent channels in the
amplifier to a negligible level, and by selecting a detector
which has a high quantum efficiency in the near infrared.
The detector gain is switched during the measurement to
allow the amplitude and phase to be measured accurately at a
range of detected light levels.

II. IMPLEMENTATION

A. Radio frequency system

The implementation of the rf system is similar to the
single-channel design described in our earlier article15 with a
few changes. The receiving mixer in the present 16-channel
implementation is of the JMS-2W �+7 dBm LO� type �Mini-
Circuits�, which is better optimized for the modulation fre-
quency of 100 MHz. The LO drive is derived by dividing the
power of a +22 dBm signal into 16 signals using one 1�2
and two 1�8 power splitters. The main diagram of the in-
strument is given in Fig. 1.

B. Phase and amplitude measurement

The digital 16-channel lock-in amplifier was imple-
mented using two multichannel data acquisition cards �Na-
tional Instruments PCI-6052E�. The clocks of the two cards
were syncronized using the real-time system integration bus.
A programmed counter on the primary card was used to gen-
erate the 5 kHz reference signal for the phase-locked loop.
The difference frequency between the two primary rf oscil-
lators �f1=100.004 MHz and f2=100.009 MHz� and the
5 kHz transistor-transistor-logic �TTL� reference from the
data-acquisition card were phase locked to each other. This
intermediate frequency was chosen in such a way that the
clock frequency of the data-acquisition cards �20 MHz� is an
integral multiple of it. The cards were used in the differential
configuration to reduce interchannel cross talk. The raw data
were collected at a sample rate of 20 kHz for each channel
and converted into phase and amplitude time series in soft-
ware. The computation time using a third order Chebyshev-
type I filter to calculate phase and amplitude for 16 channels
is about 13% of the measurement time on a 2.4 GHz Pen-
tium IV PC with a normal priority given to the process,
hence a real-time implementation is feasible. The filter coef-
ficients and the output sampling frequency of the lock-in
amplifier are user selectable.

C. Light detection

The light is detected by 16 Hamamatsu H6780-20 pho-
tosensor modules. The rf signal is amplified by 40 dB using
two AMP-75 RF preamplifiers, and the dc component is am-
plified by 44 dB. The photomultiplier tube �PMT� modules
and amplifiers have been enclosed in milled aluminium
boxes. The PMT gain is controlled by software. The light
detection system is illustrated in Fig. 2.

FIG. 1. The main block diagram of the instrument, including the laser di-
odes, source switches, radio frequency generation system and phase-locked
loop. PS=power splitter, LD=laser diode, rf=radio frequency, LO=local
oscillator, IF=intermediate frequency, LP=low-pass filter, RTSI=real-time
system integration, VCXO=voltage controlled crystal oscillator, F1
=primary modulation frequency, F2=secondary modulation frequency.
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The isolation provided by the aluminium housings is suf-
ficient so that the shot noise from the PMT exceeds the
coupled signal between the source and detector electronics at
practical measurement times.

The IF signal from the mixer is amplified further by a
multichannel pseudo-differential amplifier which has three
noninverting stages. The gain of the third stage is adjusted so
that the ratio of the IF amplitudes and the dc anode currents
are approximately equal for all the detection channels. The
gain of the amplifiers is set so that the maximum rms voltage
is approximately 1 V.

D. Light sources

The laser diodes reside in aluminium housings which
include thermoelectric cooler �TEC� elements, heat sinks,
and a negative-temperature-coefficient resistor.

The PMT high voltages are controlled with a multichan-
nel dc digital-to-analog converter �DAC� card �National In-
struments PCI-6704�. The dc signal from the PMT is ampli-
fied and digitized with a 16-channel analog-to-digital
converter �ADC� card �National Instruments PCI-6032E�.
The dc signals are measured in single-ended mode. The tem-
perature signals from the NTCs are amplified and digitized
using a NI PCI-MIO-16XE-50 card. The current through the
TEC elements is controlled via two dc DAC channels on the
same card.

A commercial 1�2 prism switch �DiCon FiberOptics� is
used to select the active wavelength. The light from the
switch is then directed to a fiberoptic 1�16 switch �DiCon
FiberOptics VX500�, which directs the light from the 1�2

to one of the source fibers. The switching times of the 1
�2 and 1�16 switches are approximately 10 and 450 ms,
respectively. The VX500 has the advantages that it is quiet,
highly repeatable, and has low interchannel cross talk. The
1�2 prism switch has been acoustically isolated from the
environment.

E. Data acquisition and control software

The data acquision and control software was imple-
mented in C using the LabWindows/CVI environment �Na-
tional Instruments�. The main program selects the active
source fiber and wavelength, and sets the high voltage of
each detector to the appropriate value for each source-
detector pair. The timing and order of the activation of each
channel is selected by the user via the use of a sequence file.

To determine the appropriate values for the PMT high
voltages for each source and detector pair, a pre-scan is per-
formed before the actual measurement. In the pre-scan, each
source fiber and wavelength is activated in turn, and the high
voltage of each detector is adjusted from 200 up to 900 V, or
until the threshold dc anode current of 70 nA is reached.
Discrete steps of 25 V are used between 200 and 450 V, and
in steps of 50 V between 450 and 900 V. The high voltage
setting is stored in a table and used during the actual mea-
surement. Gain adjustment with the H6780-20 PMT module
causes an additional 200 ms settling time.

The dc anode current, active source, active wavelength,
and high voltage are displayed on the screen by the main
control program. The temperature is stabilized with a
discrete-time proportional-integral algorithm in a separate
program running in the background.

Additional software may be run to record data from an
AS/3 monitor �Datex-Ohmeda/GE Healthcare� including the
heart beat, arterial oxygen saturation, and gas parameters of
inhaled and exhaled air. In brain activation studies, sensory
stimuli to the subject are controlled by a secondary PC run-
ning the presentation20 software. A video capture system and
an acceleration sensor are available to detect motion artifacts
and monitor the subject’s behavior in a darkened room.

F. Practical considerations

In difference imaging, the pre-scan is performed for the
reference phantom only, and the actual measurement of the
inhomogeneous tissue or phantom is made using the stored
high voltage table. The effect of calibration errors is thus
avoided when difference imaging is used.

FIG. 3. �Color online� High-voltage
calibration tables for �a� phase, �b� the
logarithm of amplitude. The separate
lines correspond to the 16 detectors.

FIG. 2. The light detection unit consisting of the photomultiplier tube
with rf and dc amplifiers. DAC=digital-to-analog converter,
ADC=analog-to-digital converter, LO=local oscillator, rf=radio frequency,
IF=intermediate frequency, PS=power splitter, BP=bandpass,
RTSI=real-time system integration.
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Interchannel cross talk may result from light leak within
the source fiber switches and electrical cross talk between the
measurement channels. In order to minimize detector cross
talk, a pseudo-differential amplifier was used and two
analog-to-digital converter channels were used to record the
signal from each detector channel. The radio frequency
shielding used to prevent cross talk between the electronics
modulating the intensity of the light sources and the detect-
ing electronics is also sufficient to prevent interchannel cross
talk in the radiofrequency system. In order to minimize the
effect of interchannel cross talk in a tomographic measure-
ment, the ordering of the optical fibers should be such that
adjacent fibers correspond to adjacent physical channels on
the ADC card. It is preferable to avoid a very close source-
detector spacing since the gradient of the fluence is large
near the source. Even though the PMT is not harmed by the
measurements near the source if a low gain is used, the sta-
bility of PMT output signal is reduced by the light pulses
which have a relatively large intensity.

III. CALIBRATION

The calibration of the data consists of three steps. Each
calibration measurement is performed separately for both
wavelengths.

Step 1—High voltage calibration. The amplitude and
phase of the measured signal are measured as a function of
the high voltage. A convenient way to obtain these measure-
ments is by arranging the source and detector fibers in se-
quential order around a cylindrical phantom, and measuring
the amplitude and phase for all the sources and detectors at
all high voltages which produce an anode current below
80 nA. The high voltage is changed in 20 steps between 200
and 900 V using a measurement time of 5 s for each step.
From the measurements, the changes in phase and ln A due
to changes in the high voltage are used to build the calibra-
tion table for each detector. The phase and amplitude offsets
due to each change in high voltage are averaged over the
measurements which correspond to those source positions
that produce a detected signal amplitude which is within the
differential dynamic range of the system. Measurements in
which the dc anode current are below 2 nA or above 80 nA
excluded from the averaging as unreliable. The complex high
voltage calibration table is normalized to 1 at the high volt-
age setting used for the absolute calibration �step 3� so that
the effect of the high voltage on the absolute calibration mea-
surement itself does not need to be corrected for high voltage
dependency. The resulting phase and amplitude calibration
tables for each detector for 760 nm are shown in Fig. 3.

Using a 5 s measurement time for each source-detector
pair and high voltage setting, it is preferable to make two
scans to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the measure-
ments. The mean standard deviation of the values in the re-
sulting averaged high voltage table is 0.003 in ln A and 0.1°
in phase. The instrument should be warmed up for �1 h
before the calibration table is measured.

Step 2—Interchannel offset calibration. Each source and
detector channel has a different intrinsic attenuation and
phase delay. These quantities are measured indirectly taking

advantage of the rotational symmetry of a homogeneous cy-
lindrical phantom. The method we use has been described in
Ref. 21. The source and detector fibers are positioned at
equal intervals in the order �D1 ,S1 ,D2 ,S2 , . . . ,D16,S16� and
the amplitude and phase for all source-detector pairs are
measured. The intrinsic phase delays �i and attenuations yi

of the phantom for those source-detector pairs which can be
transformed from each other by a rotation �the group is de-
noted by the index i� are equal. The model data X*= �xs,d
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where D and S are diagonal matrices which contain the de-
tector and source attenuations and phase shifts on the diago-
nal and Y is a matrix that contains the attenuations and phase
shifts due to the phantom. We define the relative calibration

parameters as d̃i=di /d1, s̃i=si /s1, �̃i=�i−�1, and �̃i=�i−�1.
The parameters can be determined by minimizing the expres-
sions


ln�X� − ln�G� − ln�X*�y, s̃, d̃��
Frob
2 �2�

and


arg X − arg G − arg X*��,�̃, �̃�
Frob
2 �3�

by varying the values of the relative calibration parameters
for i=2, . . . ,16. Above, X= �xs,d�= �ys,de

j�s,d� is a 16�16 ma-
trix containing the measured data, and G= �gs,d� is a matrix
which corrects for the PMT gain �step 1�. The minimization
problem is solved by Gauss–Newton iteration.

Step 3—Absolute calibration. As a final step, the phase
and amplitude for source 1 and detector 1 are calibrated us-
ing an absolute calibration tool which has a known delay and
fixed attenuation.15,22

The calibrated data X� can be calculated in complex
form as
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ln X� = ln X − ln G − U ln s̃ − U ln d̃ − U ln c + U ln c�,

�4�

where the 16�16 matrix X contains the measured data, G is
the gain correction matrix, U is a 16�16 matrix with all
elements equal to 1, ln c consists of the measured amplitude
and phase from the absolute calibration tool using source 1
and detector 1, and c� contains the actual physical amplitude
and phase values for the tool. Finally, calibrated phase and
amplitude are obtained from

� = arg X� �5�

and

A = exp�X�� . �6�

IV. MODELING AND IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION

Image reconstruction in optical tomography requires the
simultaneous recovery of the unknown spatial distribution of
absorption and scattering parameters from boundary mea-
surements. This is a nonlinear inverse problem, which can be
formulated as a regularized optimization problem of recov-
ering the coefficients x�r�= ��a�r� ,�s��r��� of a light trans-
port model f�x� which minimize the difference between the
measured data y and the projection data f , expressed in the
form of a suitable objective function.

In this article we employ the TOAST reconstruction pack-
age developed at University College London. It uses a finite
element model to numerically solve the diffusion approxima-
tion to the radiative transfer equation. The inverse problem is
solved iteratively with a regularized Gauss–Newton solver.
For the reconstructions discussed in this article, we used a
first order Tikhonov regularization where the hyperparameter
is obtained from simulated data by an L-curve method.

The finite element method �FEM� forward model subdi-
vides the volume into tetrahedral elements, defining a piece-
wise polynomial basis. The reconstruction is performed on a
separate, regular basis of lower resolution. The FEM model
of the cylindrical phantom discussed in this article consists
of an unstructured mesh with 1.7�105 nodes and 1.2�105

ten-noded tetrahedral elements. The reconstruction is per-
formed in a 12�12�12 regular grid with tri-linear shape
functions.

To match the model data, which are normalized to a
source strength of 1, to the experimental data, the measured
log amplitude data is shifted by a global constant. The con-
stant can be determined by calculating the difference of the
mean values of the model-predicted and measured log am-
plitude and phase data. The initial global model parameters
��a and �s�� are determined by plotting the measured and
model-predicted log amplitude data sets as a function of the
optode spacing. The parameters are adjusted until the slopes
match, and the log amplitude and phase shift terms are cal-
culated. This factor can alternatively be determined during
the reconstruction process, or it can be predetermined by
applying the above procedure to data measured from a ho-
mogenenous phantom. The first method was used to make
the images in this article, although the other methods yield

similar images. It is our initial experience that this shift term
is dependent on the optical properties of the measured object.
In the future, more accurate source and detector models may
be developed which make the coupling factor independent of
the optical properties of the underlying tissue.23 A more com-
plete reconstrution of the coupling coefficients may be used
to compensate for the effects of hair if present on the skin.24

To generate reference images for comparison with the
experimental images, we calculated simulated data using a
slightly different mesh of similar density. Reconstructions
were calculated based on the simulated data with the same
algorithm and parameters which were used for measured
data.

FIG. 4. Phase-amplitude cross talk. The measured uncalibrated phase is
given as a function of dc anode current at a high voltage setting of �a�
300 V, �b� 600 V, and �c� 900 V. The pre-scan target is marked with a
vertical line.
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V. PERFORMANCE

A. Phase-amplitude cross talk

In order to evaluate the need to compensate for phase-
amplitude cross talk, the dependency of phase on the inten-
sity of the incident light was studied using a setup described
in Ref. 15. Measurements at 300, 600, and 900 V with de-
tector 1 are shown in Fig. 4. The measurements were made
using channel 1 while the other detectors were at zero gain.

For reference, when the intensity of light striking the
detector at 900 V is 1 pW, the anode current is approxi-
mately 50 nA. If the instrument is operated so that the anode
currents remain below 80 nA, phase-amplitude cross talk has
negligible effect on the quality of the measured phase. The
negative slope at small anode currents at 300 V shown in
Fig. 5�a� is due to light hysteresis, and it is not related to
phase-amplitude cross talk.

B. Detector interchannel cross talk

In a multichannel measurement, interchannel cross talk
can distort the measured amplitude and phase if the ampli-
tudes on adjacent channels are of different orders of magni-
tude. This phenomenon was studied by measuring the effect
of a large signal ��1 V� on channel 4, while the other chan-
nels were measured but the detectors of the other channels
were shielded from light. The signal changes in channels 1,
2, 3, 5, and 6 were monitored and the activation of the light
source on detector channel 4 was found to have no measur-
able effect on the amplitude on the other channels. The con-
clusion is that the current pseudo-differential amplifier con-
figuration is sufficient to prevent interchannel cross talk
between the detecting channels from the point of view of a
practical measurement.

C. Source interchannel cross talk

According to the manufacturer’s specifications,25 the
cross talk between the source fibers in the DiCon 1�16
switch is at most 1 :10−8. In the phantom used in Sec. VI, the
dynamic range in ln A is approximately 10. Thus, the maxi-
mum effect on the measured amplitude due the cross talk in
the 1�16 switch is Act=10−8 ·exp�10��0.02%.

The cross talk from the 1�2 prism switch is at most
10−7 according to the manufacturer’s specifications. Provided
that the intensities from the lasers are of the same order of
magnitude, in practice the wavelength dependence of the tis-
sue attenuation is sufficiently small that the effects of this
cross talk are negligible.

D. Noise and stability

To study the noise and stability of the system in a real-
istic situation, a homogeneous cylindrical phantom of 70 mm
in diameter was measured repeatedly. The repeatability of
each source-detector pair was calculated as the standard de-
viation of phase and ln A for the first six consequtive imag-
ing cycles. The repeatability study was made separately for
total measurement times �including all 16 sources� of 16, 32,
80, 160, and 480 s using an optical power of 8 mW. The
mean of standard deviations over the measurements at the
different source-detector separations is illustrated in Fig. 5.

Increasing the imaging time reduces noise at long dis-
tances but it increases the effect of the signal drift on the data
and this causes the relatively large standard deviations at
short distances. The repeatability can be enhanced further by
increasing the laser power by up to 20 mW, which should be
safe for most tissue studies. Additional improvement at long
distances may be obtained by implementing an active cool-
ing system for the PMTs.

FIG. 5. Short-term repeatability as a
function of source-detector distance
and measurement time per source at a
source power of 8 mW. �a� ln A, �b�
phase. Measurement time=10 s per
source �open dot�, 5 s �“�”�, 2 s �dia-
mond�, and 1 s �filled dot�.

FIG. 6. �a� Amplitude, �b� phase dur-
ing system warm-up.
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The system warm-up behavior is illustrated in Fig. 6.
The amplitude and phase were measured during the first hour
after system startup using a continuous measurement without
source multiplexing. The warm-up time of the system can be
estimated to be approximately 30 min.

The drift of the system was measured during an imaging
sequence with a 5 s measurement time per source repeated
continuously for a duration of 1 h. The drift was found to be
�1% /h in amplitude and �0.05° /h in phase.

E. Dynamic range

The lower end of the dynamic range of the system is
determined by noise. Amplitude SNR �1 at 1 fW using a
bandwidth of 1 Hz. The upper end of the dynamic range is
limited by the PMT gain at 200 V. If we consider the high
end of the dynamic range to be the intensity which causes a
dc anode current of 80 nA at 200 V, which is approximately
30 nW, the overall dynamic range for the system is approxi-
mately 3 ·107. If the intensity of light is lower than 1 fW, the

amplitude cannot be separated from the noise, and if the
anode current at 200 V is higher than 80 nA, phase-
amplitude cross talk is expected to distort the values of
phase.

VI. PHANTOM EXPERIMENTS

A. Calibrated data from a homogeneous
cylindrical phantom

A homogeneous solid resin cylinder of 7 cm diameter
was measured with the system. The calibrated data are
shown in Fig. 7. The optical fibers were placed in two rings
at z= +6 mm and z=−6 mm from the center of the phantom.

B. Reconstruction of optical properties of
inhomogeneous phantoms without reference data

Two cylindrical phantoms with perturbations in a homo-
geneous background were measured using the system. The
optical fibers were placed in two rings, with eight source and

FIG. 7. Calibrated data from a homo-
geneous cylindrical phantom �a� ln A,
�b� phase.

FIG. 8. Geometry and contents of �a�
phantom A in 3D, �b� the xy plane �z
=0� of phantom A, �c� phantom B in
3D, and �d� the xy plane �z=0� of
phantom B.
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detector fiber bundles in each ring. The background optical
properties of both phantoms were approximately �s�
=1 mm−1, �a=0.01 mm−1, n=1.56, and g=0.5. Phantom A
had two small cylindrical targets with optical properties of
��a ,2�s�� and �2�a ,�s�� relative to the background. Both the
height and diameter of the targets were 9.5 mm. Phantom B
had three rods with optical properties of ��a ,5�s��,
�2�a ,2�s��, and �5�a ,�s�� relative to the background.26 Illus-
trations of the two phantoms are given in Fig. 8. The posi-
tions of the optical fiber bundles are marked with dots, with
eight sources and eight detectors in each of two rings sepa-
rated by 12 mm in the z direction.

The system was calibrated using a homogeneous cylin-
drical phantom according to the method described in Sec. III.
The optical properties of the homogeneous phantom were
different from phantoms A and B, and the actual measure-
ments were made with a different ordering of the source and
detector fibers in order to test the generalization performance
of the system.

Three-dimensional �3D� images of �a and �s� were re-
constructed using the calibrated data and the central cross
sections are shown in Figs. 9�c�, 9�d�, 10�c�, and 10�d�. Cor-
responding images calculated from simulated data are shown
in Figs. 9, 10�a�, and 10�b�.

The targets in both phantoms were reconstructed suc-
cessfully and without substantial cross talk between the pa-
rameters apart from the case of the highly absorbing rod in
Phantom B. This rod is visible in the reconstructed scattering
image in both simulated and measured cases �Figs. 10�b� and
10�d��. In this instance, the inter-parameter cross talk could
be reduced by increasing the number of source and detector

channels in the system. The optical property values recon-
structed from measured data are remarkably similar to the
values obtained from simulated data. The contrasts in the
reconstructed images of the targets are lower than the true
contrasts because of the small size of the targets. The arti-
facts in the images near the boundary of the phantom may be
reduced by using an algorithm which reconstructs the cou-
pling coefficients between each optical fiber and the phantom
together with the optical properties. However, in this case, a
normal reconstruction of �a and �s� was used to show the
magnitude of the calibration artifacts. The high apparent
scattering coefficient on the boundary of Phantom B in Fig.
10�d� is probably due to reflections between the fiber-holding
ring and the phantom surface. Black velvet was used to pre-
vent this phenomenon in the measurement of Phantom A.

The quality of the reconstructed images from Phantom A
is similar to what has been achieved with the system using
difference imaging. This indicates that the calibration proce-
dure works as intended and the quality of the calibrated data
is sufficient for practical applications. The image quality is
not reduced due to the absence of the reference phantom
provided that the target contrast is sufficient, and that the
coordinates of the optode positions and the geometry of the
object are known accurately. To compensate for imprecise
knowledge of the geometry, new reconstruction techniques
have been developed.27,28 The phantoms used in this study
provide a verification of the accuracy of the system but they
do not require the use of the full dynamic range. In practical
use, tissues having larger diameters are often studied.

FIG. 9. Cross-sectional image of �a� absorption �simulated data�, �b� scatter �simulated data�, �c� absorption �measured data�, �d� scatter �measured data�
through the center of phantom A.
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VII. DISCUSSION

An intensity modulated optical tomography system with
16 sources and detectors has been developed. Of particular
interest is the ability of the system to feature a wide dynamic
range of detected intensities without the use of variable op-
tical attenuators. Factors affecting the quality of data such as
noise, interchannel cross talk, phase-amplitude cross talk,
and system stability were discussed in detail. A three-step
method was used to calibrate the phase and amplitude mea-
surements so that the effects of different offsets and gain
responses of the different channels are compensated for. This
allows the use of the measurements for the imaging of the
optical properties of the tissue without the use of a reference
measurement on a homogeneous phantom which has a simi-
lar geometry and optical properties to the tissue. Images of
scatter and absorption in two solid phantoms were recon-
structed using calibrated data.

Previously, difference imaging has been used to recon-
struct the optical properties of phantoms using time-resolved
instrumentation by Hebden et al.29 and frequency-domain
instrumentation, e.g., by McBride et al.10 Absolute imaging
of a phantom with high-contrast targets has been demon-
strated using time-resolved data by Arridge et al.30 The ad-
vantage of the method described in this article is that it can
be used to make high-quality images of the optical properties
of phantoms with small targets having realistic optical prop-
erties and target-to-background contrasts without the use of a
homogeneous reference phantom. The reconstructed images
show the internal optical properties of the phantoms fairly
accurately, considering the small size of the perturbations
and the limited number of sources and detectors available in
the prototype.

The instrumentation and methods described in this ar-
ticle may be applied to the imaging of the concentrations of

oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin in infant brains, muscle tissue,
and with the implementation of an appropriate interface be-
tween the patient and the optical fibers, mammography. Ac-
tivation studies of adults and neonates are also possible.
Planned improvements in the system include the incorpora-
tion of higher-power laser diodes and a faster switch for the
time multiplexing of the source fibers.
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